
FINANCIAL PROBLEM OF STUDENTS

Paying for college, as well as related livings expenses when going to school, can be difficult for many students.
Excessive spending and credit.

Fitzsimmons, and S. Not using your credit card responsibly can really put you in a debt grave â€” and hurt
your credit score. Taken together these factors make gender studies in economic issues essential in order to
understand the differences in the determinant factors of male and female financial problem. In order to
understand gender differences in financial behavior and outcomes, the way in which males and females
understand money must be examined. If you do decide to sign up for a credit card, it could be beneficial to
avoid using it for unnecessary expenses. Lee, J. And, individual students might not be eligible. Kerkmann, T.
T Garman and R. The results suggest that financial problems among male and female students are predicted by
similar factors except financial socialization only contributed to predict financial problems for male students,
not female. In fact, they have it way harder than the average person. Poor financial management also happened
when students do not have discipline in their budgeting and spending money. The government uses them to
work out how much they earn and if they are a viable source of income for the student. Handbook of
Consumer Finance Research : Springer. Consumer Interests Annual, ,  The results of the research showed that
co-op placements had a positive impact on university persistence, as did other funding sources such as merit
scholarships. Results The results presented in Table 1indicate that among male students five factors
significantly explain  To lessen the negative effect of these agents on students financial behaviour, there is the
need to enhance schools financial literacy programmes and expand practical subtitles. Consider whether you
need extras such as a home phone, cable or extra Internet services. Rahim, L. So, the question is why does this
scenario happen on a regular basis? Secondary socialization agents are referred to those agents outside of the
home which mostly students are involved them after attending in school, such as peer and media. They dont
decide carefully when using their money and make wise financial choices. Without good credit, you may not
qualify for the best rates and terms on a future car loan, mortgage or personal loan. Yes No No No Are you
satisfy with your current financial management? Share on Twitter The average person likes to think that
students have it easy. Among female students four factors significantly explain  To avoid unnecessary
expenses, follow a budget in which you pay your necessary expenses first and leave yourself a specific amount
of your income for entertainment. But it could help to ensure you have a parachute before you jump into the
"real world. Multiple regressions were obtained to determine which predictors had a significant effect on
financial problems among male and female students. Lim, T. Money Management Exercises for College
Students Review Housing Costs Living expenses can eat up a lot of students' money, particularly those who
are able to work only part-time or not at all.


